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Quake Shifts Chimney
Along with 1000 other schools in
Los Angeles and SUITOWlding coWlties, Hamilton High School did its
own version of the Go-Go on that
fateful one minute after 6 a.m. on
February 9.
Although several of the Hamilton
buildings were erected before the
new cod~s instituted after the 1933
ear.thquake, there was relatively lit-

Pro;. 18 Aids
Science Dept.
As part of its continuing efforts
to meet the needs of its students,
Hamilton High School will utilize
its experimental Project 18 status
to present a strengthened science
program next year. Slated as additions to the curriculm are classes
in marine biology, ecology, and advanced chemistry.
In a first year chemistry class
the student will prepare himself
for an advanced course in either
chemistry, biology, or physics. The
new concept will allow the instructor, Jack Straus, to teach
mathematics and other tools ahead
of time without having to back
traak to teach the -skills necessary to comprehend the classwork.
Thus, it is hoped, the second course
the student elects will be able to
cover more than can be taught
now.
The program will be inaugurated
in Summer 1971 so that students
may go directly into the advanced
courses in the Fall semester. The
summer course will be four hours
a day and will·endeavor to cover
what will be eventually developed
in a year methods course.
An advantage to the serious
science student, according to
Straus, is that tenth graders will
be welcomed into the first year of
the program, enabling them to
take more advanced science courses before graduation than is possible now.

tie damage here. The greatest damage was to the non-fWlctional chimney on the back of the Administration Building, which cracked and
shifted approximately one inch.
Until the chimney is removed,
classes on the third floor on the
west side of the building have been
relocated.
ather damage was mainly to plaster and to glass.
At this time the financial picture
is so clouded that it is Wlknown
when the damage can be repaired.
The latest word is that the Federal
Government may supply some assistance to the beleagured school
system.

Mod. Mod.
Schedule
Hamilton resumed modified class
scheduling in an altered form, Wednesday, Fedruary 17. Under the old
modified system, students were
not meeting the state requirements
for daily hours in class.
The new schedule includes ninety
minute morning classes, a forty
minute study center, and ninety
minute afternoon classes. The
change enables students to meet
the state minimum requirements
of 240 minutes per day, as compared to 180 under the old schedule.
At the close of the semester,
committees of students, faculty, ad·
ministrntion and parents will evaluate the schedule.

The News
Senior Prom
More than 250 seniors attended
the Senior Prom February 11 at
the International Hotel. Music was
provided by "The District of Evolution" band, which entertained from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Hors d'oeuvres
and soft drinks added to ,the festivities.

*
*
G.L. Plans Carnival
Girls' League, Wlder its new
president, Gloria Winston, will
sponsor a Spring Carnival in May.
Some clubs have offered to provide
supportive services. The Japanese
Club has offered to handle refreshments. Games and records will be
provided by the eleventh grade
class.
,

* Dolls '*
Guys and

Mr. Don Bondi's Theatre Arts
Workshop has begun rehearsals for
the production of the Broadway hit.
"Guys and Dolls," which will entertain the Hamilton community later
this semester.
A cast and crew of 56 was auditioned by Mr. Bondi, aided by the
musical assistance of Dr. William
Teaford, who will provide the musical instruction for the elaborate
production.
The basic plot revolves around
the decisions made by a group of

•

Brief

New York gamblers, the creations
of Damon Runyon.
The cast includes Leslie Bisno as
Sky, Eve Burstyn as Sarah, Debbie Shapiro as Adelaine, Tony
Shipp as Nicely-Nicely, Jim Schwartz as Nathan, Angus Tyler as
Rusty, .and Brian Greer as Benny.

*

'*

*

f*

B.L. Officers Elected

Cheshier Heads
NeW Council
The staff of The Federalist asked
newly elected S.B.P. Larry Cheshier
what he plans for the coming student council semester. He replied,
"A meeting the coWlcil will have
wi:th the administration will have a
major effect on the semester, and
the course the student COWlCil will
follow."
Larry said that a major concern is
to bridge the widening gap between
student government and the student
population at Hamilton. "Student
government has to be relevant to
the students in order to accomplish
anything. When the council fails to
complete this job, there is no need
for the council at all."
Larry will be flanked by George
Reddick, vice-president. Filling the
remaining seats in student coWlcil
are: Lynn Richards, treasurer; Lisa
France, commissioner of elections;
Arlene Ucinski, commissioner of
spirit; Robert Freedland, student
activities; Jon Kobashigawa, student
affairs; and Joel Strom, student
welfare.
Girls' League officers for the new
semester are: president, Gloria Winston; vice-president, Joanne Nagano; secretary, Elise Ungerleider,
and treasurer, Joan Leventhal.
Don Kobashigawa will head Boys'
League as president Other officers
include, Jay Rubin, vice-president;
Greg Yamanaka, secretary; and
Richard Bergman, treasurer.
Don Ziskin, elected as head of the
Dionysian class, w.Jl be assisted by
GVP Brenda Boulton, BVP Ed
Handler; Secretary Susan Ucinski
and Teasurer Gary Hayashi.
Eleventh grade officers are: Vic·
Ide Warner, president; Ken Bachrach, vice-president; Beverly Turkel, secretary; and Monica Teitelbaum, treasurer.
Robert Ring was elected tenth
grade president. ather officers are:
Vice-President Janice Miyakawa,
Secretary Gail Yamanaka, and Treasurer Helen Goldfield.

Eight Alrea.dy on
Sealbearer Roster

Eight members of the senior class
already complied with the rehave
At least twelve activities have
already been scheduled for the quirements for Sealbearer, announcsemester by Boys' League. Among ed Nevian and Sealbearer sponsor
them are the Arm Wrestling Tour- M~. Wanda Hoagland. More stunament, the Free Throw Contest, dents are expected to qualify before
the Distinguished Speakers Pro- graduation.
gram, Boys' Week, the Joint ProThe honor of Sealbearer reflects
ject with Girls' League, and the outstanding scholastic achievement
annual Easter Welfare Project.
and carries with it life-time membership in the California Scholarship
Federation. Sealbearers also become
1Oth-11th B.B. Game
eligible for scholarships offered by
Hamilton's eleventh graders will many colleges and universities.
take on the tenth grader& in a basTo become a Sealbearer, students
ketball game in the Boys' Gym must have qualified a minimum of
tonight at 7:30. Admission will be four semesters for inclusion in the
25c. Refreshments will be available. Nevians, the school honor society,
Leon Davidson is coaching the one of which must be in the senior
eleventh grade hopefuls, while year.
Larry Cheshier sponsors the tenth.
Among those announced are
Plans for the game were initiated . Suzanne Gilbert, Ben Hamburger,
by last semester's class officers.
Lisa Helfend, John Kornfeld, Henry
Officiating will be Mr. John Sut- Lowood, Paul Rutter, Randy Simon,
ton and Mr. Patrick Nagatani; and Marian Weselman.
time keeping will be handled by
A party honoring the Sealbearers
Mr. Roy Pool. Andy Jacobs will will be held later in the semester,
announce.
according to Mrs. Hoagland.
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Pass-fail Suggested
for P.E. Classes
We at Hamilton should be proud
many innovative changes
which have occurred here over the
past few years. By the frank evaluation of our problems through such
media as convocations and surveys,
we have been able to effect major
changes in school policy, curriculum;
dress code, and scheduling. Students
and community as well as faculty
and administration, have worked together to successfully bring about
effective sollitions to many pressing
problems. In keeping with this tradition of self-evaluation, we should
like to suggest another area which
might be in line for some reform:
physical education.
As in all classes, there are students
in physical education who do not
cooperate with their teachers and
who frequently cut class. There are
no doubt many different reasons for
these occurrences. One of them
might be that students are reacting
unfavorably to the strong emphasis
on competition and grading in P.E.
classes. This could be simply remedied by·the initiation of a pass-fail
grading system in all gym classes.
We are sure everyone will agree
that s6Ille people are born with an
innate skill in athletics and sportsothers are less fortunate. By the
present system, the natural athlete
receives a far better grade than the
average or poor student. Receiving
this lower mark undoubtly makes
the recipient feel badly and in this
way indirectly contributes to his deliquency. Pass-fail would end all
this.
The pass-fail mark would not inof the
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terfere with college admission or
scholarship applications since P.E.
is not counted in grade point averagges by any institution. Also, we
believe, with the pressure removed
for grades, the student could better
fulfill the true objectives of a P.E.
class: to improve his health, develop his body, and acquaint him
with diffP.rent sports.
We do not advocate the lessening
of importance for physical education
by the removal 'of the necessity for
marks. Indeed, many great universities advocate pass-fail for many
stringent academic c o u r s e s, and
Hamilton itself has been experimenting with pass,fail in certain selected
classes. We believe that a revision
in the grading system of the type
mentioned is justified. If put into
action, it will hopefully solve many
of the problems now encountered in
P.E. classes.
M.W.
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Modified Schedule
Counted As Success
Recently, Hamilton has been experimenting with new ideas and
changes to better school life. Of all
the different types of new ideas
tried, the modified schedule has
been the most beneficial to students
and faculty.
The two basic advantages of the
modified schedule have been the
creation of the activity period, and
added time for students to study.
With the activity period, students
have been given the chance, and
most important the time, to do the
things they want to do. Many new
clubs and activities have been established to meet the varied interests
of the students. Suggestions for new
activities are being considered all
the time. It has, for many students,
made school a place where they
want to come, not where they have
to come.
The second advantage of the mod-

From the Feditor's Desk
The old Federalist is dead. . .long
live the Federalist. In its place,
resting in your very hands, is the
new super improved, vitamin fortified model.
How has it changed?
First, and of greater significance
than all other changes, an almost
complete overhaul of the Fed staff
has been instrumented. The news,
editorials, features, and sports edittors are probably the most distinguished and imaginative that this paper has known. Stephen, Joel, Jefl.,
Hal, Bany, Robert, and Richard
were all carefully chosen on the
basis of ability and initiative as displayed in their work.
The reporters were carefully handpicked from those who volunteered
for duty on the staff. All are exellent English students. You'll be seeing them around campus, pencil in
one hand, notepad in the other, their

press cards gripped between their
teeth, asking questions-always asking questions!
New columns have been, and will
be added, catering to student intrests. Sports coverage will go beyond statistics and names. It will
expose the make-up of the athletes
and of the men who make up our
teams.
Page 3 will no longer specialize
in obnoxious, pointless, putdowns.
The editorials page will not be a
soapbox for those who have nothing
better to do then criticize the student
body for being human.
In essence, the Federalist will do
its best to be the newspaper of Hamilton High. That means all of the
students. This paper is not, hasn't
been, and will not be the plaything
C1f any student clique. Its allegiance
and partiallity extends itself to all
three thousand students. It recognizes no sub-fractions
G.G.
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ified schedule is the extra time it
has given us. On the old schedule,

school was over at 3: 00. With the
new one, school ends at 2:30. It
seems as if this new schedule would
hurt the pupils more than help them.
This is wrong. Having each individual period every other day gives the
student an extra day to study for
each class. It also gives teachers
more time to plan for the next day's
agenda. With the new schedule, two
passing periods are eliminated, thus
saving ten wasted minutes. Even
though the total minutes of study
per class is less with the modified
schedule, not that much actual
studying time is wasted. More gets
accomplished in 90 minutes periods
than with the regular 53 minute schedule. It is helpful to have a longer
period in many classes.
Also, an extra few minutes for roll
taking is eliminated, because class
is every other day rather than every
day.
The modified schedule has been
an asset much needed at Hamilton.
It has improved school life and we
can only hope that it will be continued for many years to come.
J. R.

Has Exercise
Gone to Pot?
At least one American custom
seems to be remaining intact
amidst today's many cries for
change and reform. This custom
can be narrowro down to one
word-laziness.
A general aversion to exertion
and physical e:Jrercise ~an be exemplified by the attitude most boys
have towards their PE classes. Although exercise is a natural and
healthful thing, the majority of
boys will do just about anything to
get out of stripping for gym and
participating.
·
To guarantee themselves a comfortable 90 minutes in the bleachers, many students go so far as to
forge notes notes, fake illness, or
just plain cut class. The ones that
do strip are always on the lookout
for new ways to minimize the
amount of work they have to do.
Such things as stopping the exercise when the teacher's not looking, or hiding behind a backstop
to get out of running a lap are
two common ways.
It seems ironic to me that with
today's trends towards ecology and
healthier living, good exercise has
barely gotten off the ground J.P.
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NEW EPIDEMIC

Hami's New Priacipal,
Mr. Cole, Profiled •••
We have just received a new
principal here at Hamilton, ~d it
seems as if half the school d6esn't
know he's here or anything about
him. Our new principal is Mr.
George T. Cole. In order for us to
know him better, the Federalist provides some backrmmd information.
Mr. Cole was born in Alhambra.
The family moved to Los Angeles
where he attended Fairfax High
School. He started his college education at the University of California
at Santa Barbara, and continued with
graduate work for his Master of
Education at USC.

Students Want
Many Changes
As students file past the Guidance
Office on their way to various classes, they are amazed at the number
of request slips that are being filled
out by anxious students in regard
to seeing their respective counselor.
WhY the amazement? Annual promotion was designed to halt this flow
of paperwork and lost time between
semesters.
Two years ago the Los Angeles
Board of Education instructed all of
its learning centers to establish
themselves upon the yearly-class
system. The motive behind this was
to save the valuable time that was
being lost between semesters due
to changes of scheduling. With this,
it is a wonder that so many students request changes.
The counselors believe that there
are definitely too many dissatisfied
l:lamiltonians. They say that they
are hearing the same reasons for
changing a class as they have always heard. "I don't get along with
the teacher," "r ve changed my
mind," and "First period is too
cold for P.E." are all heard time
and time again. The counselors believe that today's pupils have to
accept and live with the decisions
they have made.

-
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Acne Outbreak!

Mr. Cole started teaching at Emerson Junior High in the field of industrial arts. Transferring to Madison High School, he was a Math and
English teacher, counselor, and registrar.
Mr. Cole's administrative work
started at Columbus Jr. High, where
he was a BVP for six years and continued at Belmont, where he was
also a BVP. Mr. Cole first became
a principal at Verdugo Hills High
School, and now he has come to
Hamilton as our principal.
When asked if there were many
changes or differences in being principal at Verdugo Hills and being
principal at Hamilton, he replied
that things were pretty much the
same and that there are no major
changes.
In reference to our starting a new
semester, Mr. Cole finds that most
people are in class and that we've
had a good opening here at Hamilton.

An outbreak of tenninal acne has
reached epidemic proportions in the
Hamilton area. The disease, officially known as pimpallus zitsus, strikes
the young at high school age and
can last until college or even longer
in some cases. No deaths have occurred as of yet from the outbreak.
The low casulity count is accredited to the work of pimple clinics arid
assorted charities such as the Blemish Brotherhood or the Sisters of the
Perpetual Blackhead. Spokesman for
the Westwood Pimple clinic says
the outbreak is due mainly to the
ignorance of the face involved.
"The shame and embarrassment
of having pimples is a neurosis
handed down to us by the older
generation," says spokesman Thomas Roughcheek. "Acne is not a disease of the degenerate in our society. In fact, we have reports that
the disease is worse in the better
parts of town than in the poverty
areas. Long hair and beards are
just a coverup. It takes real maturity to accept that you have pimples.

Tutors Help Young Students
A little boy of ten sits helplessly
in his classroom, yearning for the
personal attention that his teacher
is unable to give. He is lost and behind the others. Embarrassed by his
ignorance, he fails to communicate
with his classmates. The teacher
sees this, but there is nothing she
can do. With thirty-six other pupils
who are eager to le~. she must
move on to more complicated aspects, leaving one little boy behind.
Each day pushes him backwards,
until he is so far behind the others
that he refuses to speak to anyone
or to J?'lrticipate in any of the school

activities. He is shut out, bewildered
and lonely.
There are many cases such as
this one at all the neighboring elementary schools. Hamilton is helping
to alleviate the problem. By devoting
some spare time to teaching these
youngsters, students at Hamilton are
giving the personal attention that
these children long for. They are
helping those who have fallen reach
the level on which they belong.
If you have an extra hour a week
that you can spare, wby not spend
it tutoring? You can help. Won't you
try? See Mr. Dean Hanson in the
Counselor's Office for details.

Hami Drag Strip Revealed
Before school each morning Hamilton students witness a display of
the Hamilton Super Nationals on the
Kincardine strip. At approximately
7:55 a.m. the hot rodders come
rearing down Kincardine, gunning
their engines, backfiring, swerving
around old ladies and scanning the
strip for any competition.
The action first occurs when number 59 in his super-charged Yolkswagon meets number 35 in his nitrepowered Toyota and challenges him
to a drag. 35 and 59 line up on the
crosswalk near the south gates. If
you want to get across, that's your
problem.
A brave volunteer waves the yel-

low piece of notebook paper and the
race begins. 35 and 59 floor their
cars and head towards the stoplight,
steering around students trying to
park, mothers dropping off their
children, and a stray dog or two.
After the race is over, the winner "cruises" up to the victory circle, which in this case happens to be
the red zone near the fire hydrant,
and stops to talk to his favorite
girl while he relates past experiences on the Kincardine strip.
If the number of Hot Rodders continues to increase, Principal Cole
will be forced to provide Hamilton
an "Indy" track for open competition.

ACA DEM IC GUIDANCE SERVICES

.
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Remember, acne is not a dirty
word; it's a dirty pore."
Head of Pimple Control for the
City of Los Angeles, Yam Sorty,
thinks the calamity could have been
avoided. "There are a lot of good
pimple preventative products out on
the market today. New laws make
these preventatives readily available to anyone, no matter what age.
For example, simple alcohol can be
used as a control. Of course, nothing
is 100% sure, but it's better than
no precaution at all."
A famed TV entertainer is planning a Zit-a-thon to last 24 hours
with a break in the middle for
"Morning Sennon" and the "Star
Spangled Banner." "I'm hoping to
raise enough money to help eradicate this disease from our young.
Our motto is 'Give--for a cleaner
tomorrow and a cleaner face.' "
Alleged radical Anthony Wurkermann thinks the blame lies with the
establishment. "It's the big companies like Mar's and Hershey's and
Nestle's that are the cause of this
outbreak. They are in direct cohoots
with the pimple preventive industrial complex. They exploit the blemish for their own selfish means!
Power to the pimple!!!"
Whatever the cause, the problem
is here and now. It's up to YOU to
stop this disease where it start&.
Don't pass up that carrot for a
Rollo. "A clean face reflects a
clean mind.''
S.L.

Tests Upcoming
In compliance with the new provisions of the California Administrative Code, Title 5, all high school
students who will be graduated in
June 1972 and thereafter must have
displayed a minimum of eighth
grade ability in mathematics and
reading. Students who cannot demonstrate such minimum ability on
a standardized test complete either a
remedial course with a passing mark
or may, in the case of mathematics,
pass an advanced course, such as
algebra, instead.
Counselors at Hamilton have been
alerted to the need to include the
required courses. Additional classes
in Reading Improvement, Basic English, and Basic Mathematics have
been provided to aid .students to fulfill the requirement.
At this point tenth graders have
been tested and already taken home
the results. Eleventh graders will be
similarly tested in March, with results to be sent home before the
close of next semester.
The new mandate attempts to ensure that all students will have developed the skills to realize their
maximum potential in high school
and beyond.
Shirt Now -

Don't Delay!!

FRENCH and SPANISH
Tutoring - Counseling
Certified H. S. Teacher
A. H. H•uret
GL4-2914
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Hami Speedsters
Ready for WL
In case many of you haven't ne>ticed, track season is right aroWld
the corner, and Hamilton's team
boasts of many talented and promising athletes. Coupled with the fine
coaching of Mr. Eugene Broadwater
and Mr. Max Bogen, Hamilton looks
fol' a strong showing.
Returning Varsity Lettermen are
Juan Avant in the hurdles, George
"Flash" Reddick in the sprints and
long jump, Rick Marshall in the hurdles, Lonnie Hill in the two mile
rWI, and David Thomas in the Sprints. These track men will definitely be the key. force in a possible
city championship. All of them will
be out to set personal records as
well as city records.
Some Bees who have looked very
good in practice are Mike Morris in
the sprints, Warren Bradly in the
sprints, Keith Friarson in the sprjnts, Paul Wallace in the sprints,
and Derrick Smedley as a long distance rWiner.
The Cees have a lot of talent as
well in Thomas McLurkin in the
sprints and hurdles, Allen Ludaway
in the sprints and 660, Dave Fuchs
in the quarter mile, Mark Denitz in
the pole vault, Tom . Pitchford in
the p6le vault, Randy Smith in the
hurdles, Jeff Blix .i n the shotput,
Jeff Schwartz in the sprints and Ron
Newstatd in the mile.
In other departments, Anthony
Love and Ray Christian have shown
considerable improvement in the
shotput, and John Fuchs has also
looked very good as a long distance
rWiner.

Swimmers Look OK
In Pre-Season Play
Coach Ron Price of 'the swim
team has high hopes for this year's
team. He has said, "The team looks
pretty good and shows promise."
Practices are held at .t he Westside
Jewish Community Center. Workouts have been basic and consist of
competitive stroke techniques. To
get swimmers in shape, Coach Price
has them do a mile workout a day.
The top swimmers returning from
last year's team are Andy Jacobs,
Mitch Kay, Richie Coral, and the
Kobashigawa twins, Jon and Don.
Combining with these top swimmers
are many tenth graders who make
up the 25 man team.
As the season nears, the swim
team has been preparing by participating in a pre season league relay.

"We are very strong in the spr-

ints but weak in many other departments, stated Mr. Broadwater. "I
think the Western Lea~e title is
way over our heads right now. City
would be easier to take thah Western League because all you need to
do is get five 0 r six athletes to
sweep a category, and you've got
it made."
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Hami Varsity
Had Good Year
Playing in one of the toughest
leagues in tire city, Coach Yutaka
Shimizu's varsity basketball team
posted a 2-8 league record and an
over-all 5-9 record for the 1970-71
season.
Leading the .t eam with a 13.9
point per game average,. three year
varsity letterman and. the team's
captain, Larry Cheshier had a good

Bee Cagers WL Champions
Cees1 Finish Disappointing

year. Marc Denitz, who last year
as a Cee was voted the "Most
Valuable Western League Cee
Player," did well in his freshman
varsity year. Denitz, a junior
played well with an 11.8 average.
Seniors Rodney Shumate and Don
Smith:, two returning varsity letterman, played solid, well balanced
ball Shumate, an excellent jumper,
averaged 10.3 points per game,
while Smith, who missed half the
season because of football and an
injury, led the team in assists as
well as doing a good job ball-handling. Another football player and a
member of last year's JV team,
Roderick Martin, made the transition to varsity well. Martin, a jWIior, averaged 7.7 points per game.
Other members of the team included seniors Roderick Patterson
and Jim Cjgnale. Eleventh. gra:de
members were David Deni'lz, Michael Anderson, Manual Salas, and
Keith Frierson.

Hamilton's BEE basketball team to overcome a quick · Crenshaw
has won the Western League title team. Lester Humphrey chipped in
after overcoming a tenacious Pali- 14 points in the disappointirtg loss.
sades team in a pressure-packed
In the season final ·against first
champi,onship game, held Wednes- place Palisades,. the CEEs never
day, February 3.
quite seemed. in the game as they
In the preceding game against were trounced 62-52. Lester HumCrenshaw, Hamilton built a seem- phrey played a fine game and
ingly insurmountable lead of 26 ended up with 20 points, while
points in the opening half. The .RI,l.SSell Hashimoto wound up with
Yanks coa.Sted home to victozy, 10. The CEEs finished with a dis.
.
surviving' a ·v.aliant surge by Cren- appointing 5-s recoid.
shaw, and hung on to win by a
score of 72-69. Tim Nakano led the
way for the Yanks with 16 points,
followed by Marshal DeWolf and
Don Ziskin with 15 and 12 points
respectively.
Combining the raw power of the
In a lazy first h;ilf against Paliserve
and overhead smash with the
sades, Hami trailed by 18 at the
grace and coordination of the drop
half. In the second half the Yankees played more like a championshot, the Hamilton netmen, under
ship team as they all but ran Pali- · Mr. Mel Klein, coach of Hamil- the leadership of Coach William
'ton's
gymnasts,
has
high
hopes
for
sades off the court. In overtime
they were WlStoppable as they this year's gymnastic team. Unfor- Crow, are preparing for another
troWlced the Dolphins 10-0 with tunately ·' in 'the past, the school's tough season of Western League
clutch play from Aaron Kratzer, team has not been a powerhouse in competition.
Among the many seasoned vetChuck Turner, and Don Ziskin. its league. However, Mr. Klein says,
Marshall DeWolf and Doug Cal- "With hard work and dedication we erans are returning varsity letterlender led the way with 13 points could become a fine representative men Mike Jafre, Mike Borodzicz,
team."
Craig Ehlich, Steve Rome, Chris
apiece.
Hami's strengths lie in Kevin Yo u n g, Richard Berbman, Rick
When the fihal buzzer soWlde9,
the Hamilton BEEs were .t he W.L. Blackburn and·Alan -Myrick in tum- Powell and Jon Goldstein, as well
champions by a score of 62 - 52. bling, Harrison Rose in the parallel as the vastly improved Pete ZiegCoach Eugene Broadwater won bar and high bar, and Kenneth Lee ler.
on the side horse. Mr. Klein is hopeThe pre-season outlook is best
another W.L. championship in a
ful about this year's tenth graders. surruned up by Coach Crow, who
highly successful season.
For the CEEs it was a difrerent ''They always bring in new and WI- commented,"We have a lot of vetstory. Needing to win their final 'expected talent," he declared. Ham- erans as well as an abWidance of
two games to clinch the W.L. ilton's first meet is with Jordan and young talent. We're looking forward to a good, solid season."
crown, they dropped them both Fremont on March 11.
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under extreme pressure. They lost
CERTIFIED DRIVER TRAINING
a heart-breaker in overtiriJ.e to
Crenshaw, losing 51-49, as evezyLearn to Drive with the
thing seemed to fall the other way
DRIVING SCHOOL
for the Yankees. Pressure shots'by
Kurt J. Herrmann
Established 1948
Glen Bisquera and Steve Takeyama, coupled with Barry Basner's
Cal.l 936-0600
15 points, were not quite enough

Hami Gymnasts

Hopeful of Taking
Western league

Tennis Team
Prepares For
WL Season
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Harold's Auto Supply
MACHINE AND MUFFLER SHOP
9070 Washington Boulevard
OPEN SUNDAY 'TIL 2
UP0-5533

VE9-6735

Rudnick's ·Has Them All i
FLAIRS,
CORDS,
JEANS,
and SHIRTS

